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Abstract. Amixer cascaded with a low pass filter is the basic piece of any commu-
nication receiver. The frequency and amplitude fluctuations of beat signals recorded
at the output of the mixer + filter set-up are investigated experimentally and ex-
plained on the basis of number theory in relation to the Riemann problem concern-
ing the distribution of prime numbers. The frequency of the beat signal is obtained
from a diophantine approximation of the frequency ratio of the input oscillators.
The amplitude is defined globally from the position of resolved fractions with respect
to an equally spaced graduation. Time series analysis methods show that frequency
fluctuations present a transition from white frequency noise to 1/f frequency noise
close to resonance, the latter being compatible with an underlying fractal attractor.
The same transition is observed in the case of time series computed from continued
fraction expansions.

1 Basic results on the communication receiver

In a communication receiver the information is encoded in the phase, the fre-
quency or the amplitude of a high frequency oscillating signal (RF) of carrier
frequency f0. A mixer is used to multiply the RF signal by a local oscillator
signal (LO) of about the same frequency f1, shifting it both to the sum fre-
quency and the difference frequency | f0 ± f1 |. One generally uses the down
conversion (Fig. 1) so that the intermediate (IF) frequency fi =| f0 − f1 |
remains close to baseband in a frequency range controlled by the filter of
low frequency cut-off fc [1], [2]. In such a configuration the set mixer+filter
behaves as a phase detector, that is, the instantaneous voltage at the output
is the sine of the phase difference at the inputs. In the closed loop configura-
tion (or PLL for phase locked loop) the instantaneous frequency of the LO
is controlled from the error signal voltage and the RF and LO oscillators are
locked in a frequency window having a width equal to the open loop gain [3].
In the application to radio and broadcasting as considered initially by E.H.
Armstrong the information transmitted to each subscriber on a channel of
frequency f0 is demodulated thanks to a variable frequency local oscillator
(a frequency synthesizer).
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Problems arise when there are a large number of channels present at the
input because a given IF frequency may correspond to two different channels
f0 =| f1 ± fi |. This is solved either by filtering the high frequency RF signal
at the desired channel frequency, or by rejecting the image signal thanks to
a topology which uses two copies of the mixer+filter set up with the RF and
LO signals applied in phase quadrature at the input of the mixers. The same
topology with a shared RF signal is widely used to generate digital modula-
tions such as QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying) with the advantage of
low bit error rates at moderate signal to noise ratios [2]. The conventional ap-
proach of frequency mixing forgets an important aspect of any demodulator
which is its ability to detect subharmonics at intermediate frequencies

f
(p,q)
i =| pf0 − qf1 | with p and q integers (1)

As a result there are many more channel frequencies f1 = (pf0 ± fi)/q for a
given IF frequency than expected, and a general theory of the intermodula-
tion process seems to be out of reach. Standard models have accounted for
the non linear interaction resulting from the LO excitation only, assuming
the RF excitation level is negligible [4]. This assumption has drastic draw-
backs concerning the understanding of time fluctuations in the receiver and
in particular 1/f frequency fluctuations as will be shown later on.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the electronic set-up used in the experiment
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2 Experiments on the intermodulation spectrum and

the frequency fluctuations in time

All results reported here were obtained in the open loop case. Some prelimi-
nary results for the closed loop case were obtained in [3].

Results reported in Fig. 2 were obtained in the open loop case using a
wideband Schottky diode mixer, a LO with constant frequency f0 = 10 MHz,
a synthesizer with frequency varying from f1 = 100 kHz to f1 = 10 MHz
for RF and a third order low pass filter with frequency cut-off fc = 380 kHz.
Amplitude (a) and frequency measurements (b) were performed using an
integration time τ = 0.1s and input amplitude levels of the RF and LO
oscillator of the order of 10 dBm. It is observed that there are many sub-
harmonic modes at rational frequency ratios ν = f1/f0 = p/q in addition
to the fundamental one at 1/1. The main ones correspond to p and q odd;
intermodulation products at p or q even are strongly rejected due to the
doubly balanced phase bridge structure of the mixer. Each mode is resonant
and extends over a basin which is controlled by the cut-off frequency fc, the
mixer non-linearities and the thermal noise present in the set up. To get a
better understanding of the dynamics we will need to derive an arithmetical
approach of the frequency interactions and the filtering process.

Instantaneous frequency fluctuations of the beat signal were recorded as
well. Fig. 3 shows a record performed away from the 1/1 resonance at the
beat frequency 100 Hz. Fig. 4 corresponds to a long record resulting from the
beat note close to resonance between the synthesizer (LO) and a reference
oscillator (RF) of constant frequency f1 = 5.0206 MHz.

When characterized from the Allan deviation σy(τ ) [5] [6],with y = fi(τ )/fi
the relative instantaneous frequency of the beat signal as compared to its
mean value with τ the integration time, we find σy(τ ) ∼ 4. 10−6/τ1/2 for
the data at fi = 100 Hz which is characteristic of white frequency noise and
σy(τ ) ∼ 10−4 at fi = 3.30 Hz which is a flicker floor. The corresponding
power spectral density of frequency fluctuations is then the 1/f noise law. It
is quite interesting to observe that the 1/f spectrum is a natural property of
the receiver when operated close to a resonance [3]. The above experiments
suggest that the spectrum results from the structure of the full intermodula-
tion spectrum.

The Allan deviation also provides an estimate of the frequency fluctua-
tions of the synthesizer under test as usual: using δf0f0 =

δfi
fi

fi
f0

∼ σy(τ ) with
the sensitivity f0fi ∼ 5.02 106

3.30 ∼ 1.5 106, the synthesizer frequency stability is
on the order δf0f0 ∼ 7.10−11.
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Fig. 2. The amplitude of the IF signal as recorded from a power meter (a) and
the frequency of the IF signal as recorded from a reciprocal frequency counter (b).
Integration time: τ = 0.1 sec. Input amplitude levels at the mixer: 10 dBm

3 Correlation analysis of time series

The time series in Fig. 4 is a typical example of frequency fluctuations close
to resonance for it shows events at all scales: large and small variations are
very irregularly distributed. We mentioned that this distribution is related to
a floor of the Allan deviation, that is 1/f noise of the power spectrum. We
now present two new measures, the probability density and the correlation
analysis. For the cumulative probability density of frequency jumps δfi we
found

Prob(δfi ≥ x) = − αx/(1− β/x) (2)
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Fig. 3. Instantaneous frequency fluctuations of the beat signal at 100 Hz versus time
with units in a number of periods. The corresponding Allan deviation is 4 10−6/τ1/2

corresponding to a white frequency noise

Fig. 4. Instantaneous frequency fluctuations of the beat signal recorded at fi =
3.3 Hz versus time with units in a number of periods. The corresponding Allan
deviation is about a constant 10−4 corresponding to 1/f frequency noise.

where α and β are positive constants, that is the probability decreases linearly
for small frequency jumps and follows a power law with exponent 2 for large
jumps. A similar behaviour with exponent 2.5 instead of 2 is found for the
probability density. The observed law at the tail of the distribution is known
as a Levy law [7].
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One can also try to recover an underlying low dimensional structure in the
time series [8]. Such a distinction between stochastic and chaotic processes
has been the subject of many papers during the last decades [9],[10]. In the
proposed methods the time delay embedding procedure [11] has come into
common use as a way to reconstruct a possible underlying attractor from a
scalar time series. It consists in constructing a set {Y1,Y2,Y3, ...,Y1+Nv}of
m-dimensional vectors

Yk = {fk, fk+1, fk+2, ..., fk+m−1} (3)

from the scalar time series {fk, k = 1, ..., Np} for a fixed embedding dimen-
sion m. According to the embedding theorem [12] the original attractor can
be unfolded provided that the parameter m is properly chosen. The start-
ing point of the method proposed by Grassberger and Procaccia [10] is the
computation of the correlation integrals

C(m, r) =
2

Nv(Nv + 1)

Nv
∑

i=1

Nv+1
∑

j=i+1

H(r − |Yi −Yj |) (4)

for various embedding dimensions m, with H(r) denoting the Heaviside func-
tion and || the Euclidean distance. As a result C(m, r) is the fraction of pairs
of vectors whose distance is lower than r. Obviously, C(m, r) increases with
r, for more and more pairs of vectors are taken into account in the sum of
(4). At small r, the correlation integrals generally follow a power law

lim
Nv→∞, r→0

C(m, r) = rD2(m) (5)

from which the correlation exponent D2(m) can be extracted.

In the presence of an underlying deterministic process, it is foreseen [10]
that the correlation exponent increases for small values of m and tends asymp-
totically to a constant D2 given by

D2 = lim
m→M

D2(m), (6)

whereM stands for the optimal embedding dimension. It has been argued [10]
that D2 is a lower bound of the fractal dimension. At the opposite, the corre-
lation exponent of a stochastic time series is expected to continuously increase
with the embedding dimension and to follow the straight line D2(m) = m.

Before implementing this method, some word has to be said about its
drawbacks, for it clearly appears that none of the limits implicated in (5) can
be achieved. The limit r → 0 is unapproachable because of the remaining
thermal noise, the precision of the measurements, and/or the rounding off
errors. Very small r correspond to distances whose order of magnitude is that
of the noise. Consequently, taking a range of too small values of r leads to a
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correlation exponent characteristic of the noise [13] and not, as it should, an
exponent representative of the possible underlying chaos. The local slope [13]

ln[C(m, r)]/ ln(r) (7)

may help to estimate the range of r that is suited for the estimation ofD2(m).
Moreover, the effect of the noise is amplified when the embedding dimension
is incremented because its contribution increases, resulting in an enlargement
of the range of r for which the correlation integral depicts the noise. On the
other hand, the limit Nv → ∞ is prevented both by experimental considera-
tions and by the immoderate increase of the recording and computing times.
Correlation integrals have been computed from (4) with m ranging from 1 to
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Fig. 5.

Correlation integrals of the data recorded at fi = 4.43 Hz. The straight line results
from the correlation dimension extracted in the range 0.05 < r < 0.3.

10 for all the time series. The distances have been normalized with respect
to the diameter of the embedding space in order to facilitate the comparison
between the results obtained for different m. The correlation integrals for a
time series measured at fi = 4.43 Hz, and of which the temporal behaviour
looks similar to the one presented in Fig. 4, are shown on Fig. 5. For each
embedding dimension, the curves ln[C(m, r)] versus ln(r) obviously present
two linear ranges. The one corresponding to the lower values of r is charac-
teristic of the inherent noise and leads to correlation exponents that increase
continuously with m, ranging from about 1 for m = 1 to D2(m) > 8
for m = 10. At the opposite, the correlation exponents extracted from the
higher range of r are independent of the embedding dimension. The plots of
the local slope (7) versus ln(r) reported in Fig. 6 give valuable insights on the
presence of different scaling regions in the correlation integrals. Indeed, it has
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Fig. 6. Local slopes of the correlation integral, for data measured at the beat fre-
quency (a) f − i = 4.43 Hz and (b) fi = 100 Hz.

been argued [14] that after the region dominated by the noise, where D2(m)
approaches the embedding dimension, there is a region where the local slope
presents a plateau, from which the correct correlation exponent can be esti-
mated. Thus comparison between the correlation integrals (Fig. 5) and the
local slopes (Fig. 6a) of the data measured at fi = 4.43 Hz shows evidence
that D2(m) should be extracted in the range 0.05 < r < 0.3, the linear
region observed at lower values of r arising from the noise.

As it concerns the fluctuations recorded at fi = 100 Hz in Fig.3, the local
slope of the correlation integrals (Fig. 6b) doesn’t exhibit any flat range,
so that no correlation exponent can in principle be deduced. The double
logarithmic plot of C(m, r) nevertheless presents a linear range from which
the values of D2(m) have been extracted. In the case of the data measured at
fi = 100 Hz, the correlation exponents neither become constant, nor follow
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the straight line D2(m) = m. This means that the fluctuations may arise
either from a stochastic process, or from the perturbation of a chaotic system
by experimental noise.
An alternative way of distinguishing stochastic from deterministic chaotic

series is the false nearest neighbours percentage (FNNP) [15], [16]. In this
method the repartition of vectors constructed in m dimensions is compared
to that achieved in a (m + 1)-dimensional embedding space. The subjacent
idea is that as long as the embedding dimension is too small, or when there
is no attractor at all, the neighbourhood of a point is greatly affected by
the increment of the dimension. Thus points that are neighbours in the m-
dimensional space will no longer be neighbours in m + 1 dimensions. At the
opposite, in the case of an attractor embedded in a space of sufficiently high
dimension, the distribution of the reconstructed vectors is essentially unal-
tered by the increase of the dimension. The conservation of the neighbour-
hood relations in passing from a m- to a (m+ 1)-dimensional space can thus
be taken as a proof of the attractor’s existence and used to determine the
minimal acceptable embedding dimension. The FNNP method as applied to
the time series of the type shown in Fig. 4 agrees very well with our previous
results [16]: it predicts a stable embedding space when m ≥ 4. Thus both
the correlation dimension analysis and the false neighbours method indicate
the presence of some hidden ordered dynamics in the time series of frequency
fluctuations of beat signals. The topic of the arithmetical approach proposed
in the next section is to discuss the link between the observed fluctuations
and the number theory, and to see if this theory can explain the underlying
order.

4 Diophantine analysis of the intermodulation

spectrum and of the time series

4.1 The frequency of beat signals from a diophantine
approximation

As shown in Eq. (1), the practical operation of the communication receiver
always involves many downconverted products at all intermediate frequen-
cies in the bandwidth of the filter. We show now that the understanding of
the frequency spectrum of beat signals can be based on number theory and
specifically on continued fraction expansions (CFE) of frequency ratios of
signals at the input of the mixer. Let ν = f1/f0 the LO to RF frequency
ratio and µ = fi/f0 the IF to RF frequency ratio. Then (1) may be rewritten
as

µ(pi,qi) = qi | ν −
pi
qi

| (8)

The index i in the fraction pi/qi was added to anticipate the series expansion
(9). From this form we can guess that the device will produce a rational
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approximation pi/qi of the real number ν allowed by the physical constraints,
in particular the nonlinear interaction and the synchronization between the
frequencies which take place in the mixer, the properties of the filter, the finite
resolution of countings and the unavoidable thermal noise which is present in
the set-up. One clearly shows that the approximation is not a decimal one,
otherwise we should not understand the hierarchy of interacting basins at
intermodulation ratios pi/qi. The approximation which is performed is the
best one possible accounting for the finite resolution, it is of a diophantine
type. Best rational approximations of a real number ν are given from CFE,
that is

ν = [a0; a1, a2, ...ai...] = a0 + 1/{a1 + 1/{a2 + ....+ 1/{ai + ...}}}; (9)

and the ai’s are positive integers (called partial quotients) which are read-
ily obtained from the formulas: a0 = [ν] , α0 = {ν} and if i ≥ 1, ai =
[1/αi−1] , αi = {1/αi−1}, where [ν] denotes the integral part of ν and {ν} =
ν− [ν] is its fractional part. Successive best approximants of ν, that are con-
vergents pi/qi are obtained by truncating Eq. (9) at some stage i. Let us
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Fig. 7. The intermodulation spectrum resulting from the truncation at amax = 10
in the continued fraction expansion of ν. The larger basin in the window 0.6 < ν <
0.7 is at the rational pi/qi = 2/3 = [0; 1, 2] with νR = [0; 1, 2, 10] = 21/31 and
νL = [0; 1, 1, 1, 10] = 21/32

review the difference between the decimal and the diophantine approxima-
tion. From the decimal approximation one builds a series pi/qi which verifies
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the approximation
∣

∣

∣
ν − pi

qi

∣

∣

∣
≤ 1
qi
. As an example, the decimal expansion of

π is 3/1, 31/10, , 314/100. On the other hand the CFE lead to convergents
pi/qi which satisfy the far better approximation

∣

∣

∣

∣

ν − pi
qi

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ 1

qiqi+1
≤ 1

ai+1q2i
. (10)

For π the diophantine approximation provides the far better approximations
3/1, 22/7 , 333/106...

The approximation constant C(ν) = limi→∞q
2
i

∣

∣

∣
ν − pi

qi

∣

∣

∣
is known as the

Markoff constant [17]. It can be shown that the most badly approximated
terms are ν = (

√
5 − 1)/2, ν =

√
2 − 1, ν = (

√
221 − 11)/10,... They have

periodic CFE which are given respectively by ν = [0; 1̄], ν = [0; 2̄], ν =
[0; 2, 1, 1, 2]... corresponding to Markoff constants C = 1/

√
5, C = 1/(2

√
2),

C = 5/
√
221...respectively. The symbol [.; ...] means the CFE as in Eq. (9)

and the bar shows the period of the expansion. They can be predicted by
studying the minima of binary quadratic forms. There is also much geometry
behind [17].
From (10) one expects that whenever a large partial quotient is reached,

the diophantine approximation becomes very efficient and the CFE is trun-
cated at level i. Let us see the effect of restricting CFE at

ai ≤ amax (11)
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Any rational number pi/qi has two CFE given by pi/qi = [a0; a1, a2..., ai]
and pi/qi = [a0; a1, a2..., ai− 1, 1]. Let us consider truncation at a given value
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amax and numbers ν which are very close to pi/qi on the right (resp. on
the left); they should be approximated as pi+1/qi+1 = [a0; a1, a2, ...ai, ai+1]
(resp.pi+1/qi+1 = [a0; a1, a2, ...ai− 1, 1, ai+1]) with ai+1 ≥ amax. But as a
result of the truncation at amax those numbers will be approximated from the

set of two straight lines µ = qi

∣

∣

∣
ν − pi

qi

∣

∣

∣
. The last numbers in the basin of pi/qi

will be at νR = [a0; a1, a2, ...ai, amax] and νL = [a0; a1, a2, ...ai− 1, 1, amax]
given by the formulas:

∣

∣

∣

∣

νR − pi
qi

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
1

qiqi+1
and

∣

∣

∣

∣

νL − pi
qi

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
1

qi(2 qiamax + qi − qi−1)
(12)

It is seen that a significant asymmetry results in most cases. Fig. 7 illustrates
the result obtained by taking amax = 10 and the window 0.6 < ν < 0.7.
As shown above the intermodulation spectrum is described from CFE and a
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resolution increasing with the degree of filtering. It may also be convenient
to represent the error µ versus ν on a tree with the number of leaves given
from a Farey criterion

qi ≤ qmax. (13)

The Farey series Fqmax of order qmax is defined as the set of irreductible
fractions pi/qi between 0/1 and 1/1 whose denominators do not exceed qmax.
Thus F5 is {0/1, 1/5, 1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 1/1}. Between two
leaves ending on the real axis at p/q and p′/q′ there is one at (p+p′)/(q+ q′)
provided q, q′ and q + q′ do not exceed qmax. It arises at the node ν =
(p + p′)/(q + q′), µ = 1/(q + q′) as observed from Fig. 8. The number of
fractions up to qmax is as follows

n(qmax) =

qmax
∑

k=1

φ(k) =
3 q2max
π2

+ 0(qmaxlog(qmax)), (14)

where φ(k) is the Euler function [18]. Such fractions are called well resolved
and n−1 is called the resolution. In contrast to criterion (13) a badly resolved
experiment is governed by the truncation trick (11) or by truncating CFE at
a given height:

i ≤ imax. (15)

We will show below their effect in producing 1/f type noises.
In order to check the validity of the above arithmetical approach we regis-

tered the intermodulation spectrum for the device in Fig. 1, using a constant
frequency RF signalf1 = 5.0206 MHz and a variable frequency LO signal
from a synthesizer as in Fig. 2. Results are shown in Fig. 9a. A good fit of
the data is obtained accounting for the physical device: products with pi or qi
even are strongly rejected due to the doubly balanced phase bridge structure
of the diode mixer. The theoretical curve is shown in Fig. 9b. A first fit was
obtained by using the truncation criterion qmax = 40 which is of the order of
the ratio between the counter frequency and the LO frequency. A best fit was
obtained using the criterion amax in addition to qmax. For the fit we chose
amax = 3 for the fundamental mode 1/1, amax = 2 for products pi/qi with
pi and qi odd and amax = 20 for products with pi or qi even. It should be
observed that if one neglects the asymmetry the width of the region is on the
order 2 f0/(qi(qi amax + qi−1)).
The filtering rate was found to govern the truncation level of CFE in the

loop. Using more selective filters at 58 kHz(resp. 3kHz) we found truncations
at values amax = 9(resp. 65) also allowing a good fit of the experimental
curves.

4.2 The amplitude of beat signals
and the Franel-Landau shift

As shown in sect. (4.1) the frequency of beat signals in the demodulator
may be interpreted from the diophantine approximation of frequency ratios
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ν of signals at the input of the mixer. Although this definition accounts for
the Farey structure of the underlying tree, it is local and linear: that is,
nearby frequencies lie on a straight line defined from the truncated CFE of
ν; nonlinearity only happens from jumps whenever a partial quotient ai has
been added or removed so that the approximation of ν is controled from a
new leave of the tree. Linearity is ensured provided the device operates on a
prescribed subharmonic pi/qi; this is precisely the property one needs if one
uses the demodulator to compare a test oscillator against a reference one.

In contrast to the frequency, the amplitude of beat signals is non linear
(Fig. 2a): thus the beat signal is resonant at the subharmonic pi/qi, leading
to a strong sensitivity of the demodulator to amplitude modulations (AM). It
is thus very critical to understand the behavior of amplitude in beat signals.

The amplitude a(pi,qi) of the beat signal at the subharmonic pi/qi can still
be defined from number theory. This is achieved using the series of equally
spaced points 1/n, 2/n, , ...i/n, ...n/nwith n given by Eq. (14). The positions
of the fraction pi/qi is compared to the corresponding point i/n at position
i of the equally spaced graduation by using the shift

δi =

∣

∣

∣

∣

i

n
− pi
qi

∣

∣

∣

∣

(16)

and the corresponding amplitude a(pi,qi) = A δi where A (in Volts) is a
reference voltage depending on the sensitivity of the set-up. The value of A
in terms of the physical parameters is postponed until we are able to build a
fundamental model of the receiver. The comparison between Fig. 2a and Fig.
10 seems to indicate a high value of A (larger than 100 V ) that is difficult
to explain at the moment. The shift δi was introduced in 1924 by Franel and
Landau in the context of a conjecture equivalent to Riemann’s hypothesis
[19] , [18]. The hypothesis relies on the position of zeros of the function ζ(s)
which was introduced by Riemann in 1859 in his celebrated paper on prime
numbers. According to Riemann’s hypothesis there is an infinite number of
non trivial zeros all located on the axis s = 1/2. The conjecture is reminded
in the Annex.

Fig. 10 shows a plot of the well resolved shift δ
(S)
i versus i(i = 1, n(qmax))

for qmax = 150 (and n(150) ∼ 3
π2 q

2
max = 6839) as predicted from (14). A

MAPLE procedure was implemented in order to compute Farey fractions and
the associated shifts [6]. It can be compared qualitatively to the experimental
plot in Fig. 2a, if we account for the rejection of even intermodulation prod-
ucts due to the balanced structure of the mixer. As said at the end of the
above paragraph the width of basins in the spectrum of frequencies is con-
trolled by the two parameters qmax and amax. The spectrum of amplitudes
also critically depends on those two parameters. Parameter qmax controls
the spectrum at large scales as represented in Fig. 10. At small scales very
near a resonance there is a zone of width 2 ∗ fc/qi with approximately con-
stant amplitude: this does not contradict conventional linear understanding
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Fig. 10. Franel-Landau shift δi versus the position of the fraction pi/qi

of filtering except for the shape of the resonance. In that region fluctuations
critically depend on the parameter amax as described below.

4.3 Diophantine signal processing and 1/f frequency fluctuations

Experiments above clearly demonstrated the diophantine nature of signal
processing realized in the receiver shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum of frequen-
cies and amplitudes of beat signals was interpreted in terms of simple rules
(8) and (16) of the diophantine type. Although the amplitude-frequency re-
lationship looks very complicated, the noise dynamics is predictable provided
we know what physical factors limit the continued fraction expansion (9) of
the frequency ratio ν.
One supplementary task is to understand the time dynamics and the

origin of the transition from white frequency noise to 1/f frequency noise
close to resonance. This may be approached from the diophantine nature of
wavelets

εi = cos{2π pi/qi} , i=1..n (17)

which constitutes the observed signal, with n ∼ 3 q2max/π2 for a well resolved
signal, or less if the signal lacks resolution close to resonance. For a continuous
(i.e. non diophantine) signal we would expect that the resolution dν = 1/n
vanishes when n increases, so that by integrating over the frequencies ν =
pi/qi we would get the mean value

σ =

∫ ν=1

ν=0

ε(ν)dν =

∫ ν=1

ν=0

cos(2πν)dν = sin(2πν)/2π = 0 (18)
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Fig. 11. The Littlewood term (b) and the Franel-Landau shift (a) for fractions with
bounded partial quotient amax

Such a result is not observed in a finite resolution experiment. Let us consider
the discrete partial sum over the waves as

M (i) =

i
∑

k=1

cos{2π pk/qk} , i=1..n, (19)

and the discrete partial sum over the frequency shifts as

S(i) =

i
∑

k=1

|k/n− pk/qk| , i=1..n (20)

The terms εi and δi will be called Littlewood term and Franel-Landau shift
respectively, andM (n) and S(n) will be called Littlewood and Franel-Landau
sums. This refer to the history of the Riemann zeta function that we will
remind below in the Annex.
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Let us first consider the (resonant) case when continued fraction expan-
sions are restricted to a finite partial quotient ai ≤ amax. Fig. 11 illustrates
the case amax = 8. It can be observed in (a) and (b) that the shift δi and the
wave εi are fractal-like.
This is confirmed in Fig. 12 by representing the local slope of the correla-

tion integral of the same kind as that represented in Fig. 11a. The presence
of a large plateau where no dependence of m can be seen is an evidence of
the fractal-like character of the time series. These features are also observed
in the case of experimental data recorded at fi = 4.43 Hz in Fig. 6a. The
deviation from the plateau appearing at small r is wider in the experimental
case probably due to an extra background measurement noise; for the simu-
lated time series it is due to rounding off errors. The correlation dimension
extracted from the plateau is about 0.6 − 0.8 for the calculated data and
lower than 0.5 for the experimental ones. Similar result holds for the series
in Fig. 11.
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.
.
.
.

10

Fig. 12.

Local slopes of the correlation integrals corresponding to data calculated with the
restriction imax = 4

Also the mean deviation follows the laws amaxσF = S(n)amax/n ∼ 0.40
and amaxσL = M (n)amax/n ∼ −1.5, where n is the number of resolved
fractions. We say that this dependence is of the 1/f type, since the deviation
is constant at all scales n. This is similar to what was obtained in Fig.4 in
the almost resonant interaction of the two input oscillators.
Going far away from the resonance we expect to reach a well resolved

zone, i.e. at arbitrarily small resolution we should recover the continuous
case (18). We found numerically that the deviation scales approximatively
as σF ∼ n−3/4; this is what we expect also from Riemann hypothesis as will
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be reminded below. The experiments showed an Allan deviation depending
on the integration time as σ ∼ τ−1/2 (see Fig. 3). This doesn’t fit into our
theoretical approach and means that we still do not fully understand the
transition from white to 1/f noise. This point will be further elaborated at
the end of the Annex.
There is an intermediate zone at the outer edge of a resonant basin where

a phenomenon intermediate between the 1/f frequency noise (Fig. 4) and the
white frequency noise (Fig. 3) is observed [6]. The time signal looks similar
to a random telegraph signal (RTS), that is one sees intermittency between a
finite number of levels as it is often observed in very small electronic devices
[20]. A similar regime holds locally in the 1/f noise represented in Fig. 4.
Such a regime is characterized by a slow drift σ(τ ) ∼ τ 1/4 in the Allan
deviation. On the theoretical point of view this dependence is recovered on
σF and σL by introducing finite length CFE i ≤ imax ≤ 3 as shown in Fig. 9
[6]. It has been observed that the conversion from the RTS type signal to the
1/f type signal near the resonance is associated to unpredictible amplitude
jumps of the shot noise type. The low frequency amplitude and frequency
noises were found recently in bipolar transistors; they were found of 1/f
type and correlated to each other [21]. These features will be explained in a
forthcoming paper on the basis of the arithmetical approach.
We have given a diophantine approach of the low frequency noise close to

a resonance in the receiver. It would be nice at this stage to compare quan-
titative results given from the Allan deviation σy(τ ) and the mathematical
result from σF or σL. To achieve such a goal we need to know precisely what
determines the resolution n−1 and the truncation at amax or imax and relates
these measures to physical parameters, in particular the filter bandwith and
the noise of input oscillators. These questions are left open in the present
paper.

5 Annex: The Riemann zeta function

and the Riemann hypothesis and physics

In his celebrated paper on the number of prime numbers π(qmax) less than
or equal to qmax, Riemann introduces the complex zeta function as follows
[19]:

ζ(s) =

∞
∑

n=1

1

ns
=

∏

p prime

1

1− p−s (with Re(s) > 1) (21)

The connection to π(qmax) is through the log of this function and the Euler
product formula is one way to express the decomposition of any integer as
a product of powers of prime numbers. It was extended by Riemann to the
whole complex plane as follows

ζ(s) =
Π(−s)
2iπ

∫ +∞

+∞

(−x)s
ex − 1 .

dx

x
(22)
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where Π(s) =
∫

∞

0
e−xxsdx and s > −1 is the Euler integral, and Π(s) = s!

whenever s is a natural number. In eq.(22) the path of integration begins
at +∞, moves to the left down the positive real axis, circles the origin in
the counterclockwise direction and returns up the positive real axis to +∞.
The formula is valid for all s. It is analytic at all points of the complex
plane s except for a single pole at s = 1, with residue 1. From calculations
already performed by Euler for real x one gets a connection to Bernoulli
numbers Bn. Using the expansion near x = 0 of x/(e

x−1) =∑∞

n=0Bnx
n/n!,

one gets B0 = 1, B1 = −1/2, B2 = 1/6,B4 = −1/30,B6 = 1/42... and
B2n+1 = 0 if n > 1 and the formula ζ(−n) = (−1)nBn+1/(n+ 1). It follows
that the zeta function has ”trivial” real zeros at s = −2,−4,−6.... Also some
real zeta functions are obtained easily as ζ(0) = −1/2, ζ(−1) = −1/12,
ζ(−3) = −1/120, ζ(2) = π2/6, ζ(4) = π4/90...
Riemann’s hypothesis asserts that the only non trivial zeros are located

on the imaginary axis s = 1/2. Billions of zeros are known all on the critical
line but until now the hypothesis has not been proved. It was shown by
Littlewood in 1912 that a statement equivalent to Riemann hypothesis may
be obtained from the Dirichlet series associated to the inverse of the zeta
function as

1

ζ(s)
=

∞
∑

n=1

µ(n)

ns
(with Re(s)> 1) (23)

where the Möbius function µ(n) is zero if n is divisible by a square, is 1 if n
is a product of an even number of distinct prime factors and is −1 if n is a
product of an odd number of distinct prime factors. The inverse zeta function
may be extended to the whole complex plane as

1

ζ(s)
= s

∫

∞

0

M (x)

xs+1
dx, (24)

and M (x) =
∑x
n=1 µ(n) is the partial sum over the Möbius function. Little-

wood proved that Riemann hypothesis is equivalent to the statement

M (x) = 0(x
1

2
+ε) whatever ε (25)

There is an interesting history behind that early work which is reported by
Edwards [19]. I refer to the conjecture by Mertens: |M (x)| < x1/2 which was
disproved only in 1984 and the unproved Stieljes statement in 1885: M (x) =
0(x1/2). A significant step was achieved in 1920 by Franel and Landau by
introducing Farey fractions and the shifts δi as given in Eq. (16). M (x) may
be alternatively written as a sum over the waves M (n) as obtained from (19)

so that using Eq. (14) Littlewood conjecture is M (n) = 0(n
1

4
+ε) whatever ε.

The equivalent Franel-Landau conjecture is the sum over the shifts δi and
may be similarly written as S(n) = 0(n

1

4
+ε) whatever ε where S(n) follows

from eq.(20).
It is useful at that point to remind us that physical interpretations of (25)

have been proposed. In 1931, A. Denjoy [19] suggested that since the Möbius
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function equals plus or minus one with apparent equal probability (which is
3/π2) it looks similar to flipping a coin with equal chance for heads and tails,
so that M (x) looks like a brownian motion [22]. Consequently the Riemann
hypothesis would be true with probability one!
The interpretation of frequency variability is thus embedded into the

number theoretical concepts attached to 1/ζ(s). One can go a step ahead
by looking at the integer n in Eq. (21) as an integration time τ and con-
sider the variable s as a complex time 1/2 + η + it, where η is a small real
parameter. Using the decomposition 1/ζ(s) = Z(t)exp[iθ(t)] one easily com-
pute the discrete Fourier transform S(ω) =

∑

∞

t=0 Z(t)exp[iωt] with the result

|S(ω)|2 ∼ Cte on the critical line (at η = 0) and |S(ω)|2 ∼ 1/ω close to it.
This shows a transition from white to 1/ω power spectrum of the modulus
of 1/ζ(s). Similarly the power spectral density of the phase θ(t) decreases
like ω−2 at the critical line and like ω−3 close to it. This corresponds to a
transition from white to 1/ω frequency noise as observed in our experiments.
In addition one predicts peaks in the power spectral density at ωn = C log q
with q = pl, l integer and p prime. The first low frequency peaks are found
at 2, 3, 22, 5, 7, 23, 32, 11, 13...This may be explained on the basis of the
derivative of log ζ(s) [19] or in relation to a quasiclassical approximation of
quantum chaotic orbits [23]
Consequently one has a number theoretical model of the transition from

white to 1/f frequency noise based on the properties of 1/ζ(s) at or close to
the critical line s = 1/2. The deviation of the beat note with respect to the
perfect oscillation should be in the form 1/ζ(1/2 + η + it) with η non zero
at resonance and η equal to zero away from it. This model has now to be
checked in detail by new experiments related to receivers and particularly in
the digital domain.
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